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Bills Await
Senators
Nine bills await Senate passage at the last meeting of the
quarter at 12:30 p.m. Sunday in

the Chieftain conference room.
Three resolutions introduced
at the last meeting will be up
for approval. A resolution was
introduced which would combine
the Senate operations, events
and information committee with
a committee appointed by the

ASSU president to investigate
points of student interest and

grievance. They would reportin
a joint session which would be
open to all students once a
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Queen Valeria Kautzky to Reign
Over 1967 Homecoming Activities

quarter.

They will consider a bill to
withhold all publicity on presidential appointments requiring
Senate approval until approval
is given. Also up for approval is
a bill providing for a penal code
to be drawn up and approved
before the Judicial Board to
assume any jurisdiction in the
alloted areas.
Still before the Senate is the
approval of three sophomore
justices. They are Jane WoolPatti Brown and Phil An-

sen,

drus.
The solons will act on a bill
issuing ASSU passes to all AWS
VALERIA KAUTZKY
officers for a two-year period.
1967 Homecoming Queen
Rechartered clubs and the
Mv Sigma constitution are also
21-year-old
nursing student from
A
up for Senate approval on Sunreign
will
over
this year's HomeDenver
day.
coming activities.
The newly-chosen queen is Valeria
Kautzky,
a 5-foot-6 brunette "with brown
Correction
eyes. She will be crowned at the Homeincorrectly
The Spectator
coming dance Jan. 26, the highlight of a
reported that the History 101
week's celebration. Homecoming week
finals were scheduled for 3-5
p.m. Wednesday, Dec.14. Fiwill be Jan. 20-28.
nals for History 101 sections
VALERIA WAS graduated in 1963
willbe from3-5 p.m. on Tuesfrom
St. Francis de Sales High School in
day,Dec. 13.
Denver. She attended Marymount College

Fr. Costello to Lead
Library Books Drive

By LARRY CRUMET
A personalized appeal to S.U. alumni for $250,000 to purchase
books for the new A.A. Lemieux Library has begun under the
direction of Fr. Frank Costello S.J., executive vice president.
Sometime in January, the first mailing of over 1,000 letters
will be sent to former students of S.U. requesting donations. Fr.
Costello is hopeful that alums will respond generously toward
building up the long-sought-after library. He said the reaction
from people he has talked to about the project has been "enthusiastic."
"WE WANTED to try something unique and new," said Fr.
Costello. He explained that one vital ingredient in the fund-raising
effort will be the warm interpersonalrelationships between faculty
and former students. Faculty members, he said, will be writing
their own "personalized appeal." Letters will be mailed both to
alumni who have kept in close contact with S.U. and to students
who have lost contact with the University.
Though perhaps as many as 50,000 students have graduated
from S.U., the mailing addresses of only about 7,000 alums have

been collected.
"It has taken us time to get the whole effort organized," said
Fr. Costello. "Now, this thing will grow."
FR. COSTELLO speculated that it will be satisfying to alumni
to know that their contribution will be "building up holdings" in
their major discipline as well as adding to the quality of the entire
library. He acknowledged that S.U. will be grateful for any contribution that former students make. Installment contributions will
be very much appreciated.
The library fund-raising drive is expected to have a cumulative impact on S.U. by increasing the number of books available
to undergraduates, qualifying the library for larger sums in
matching funds from government sources and supplying the needed
source material to expandgraduate study programs.
LIBRARY DIRECTOR Robert Cross said that this year's fiscal budget exceeds five per cent of the University's total operating
expenses, a standard recommended as "adequate"by the Association of College and Research Libraries.
The library budget for the current fiscal year is $217,000 plus
$5,000 in federal aid. This budget is about $40,000 higher than last
year's budget and $80,000 higher than the budget two years ago.
Cross said that of the total $222,000 figure $79,200 is being
spent on the purchase of source material. About $57,200 will be
spent on books, $17,000 on periodicals and $5,000 on bindings. Cross
calculated that during the present fiscal year almost 35 per cent
of the total librarybudget is being spent on new library materials.
LAST YEAR the English department surveyed their current
needs considering graduate program expansion. The books needed
totaled about $60,000. Almost $10,000 of the $57,000 will go toward
filling the request, said Cross. Other departments are compiling
lists of their needs.
Cross said that current funds are beginning to keep pace with
purchase of the new books needed, but that a real problem is
being encountered in rounding up needed periodical collections
and volumes out of print.
"
"The alumni can be of great help! Cross said.

in Salina,Kas., for a year before coming
to S.U.
Valeria's court includes two seniors,
two juniors, two sophomores and two
freshmen. Her senior princesses are Kathleen Veselovsky, 21, also a nursing major,
from Port Orchard, Wash., and Sue
Thoma, 21, a French major from Seattle.
OTHER MEMBERS of the Diamond
Jubilee court, highlighting the University's 75th anniversary celebration, are:
Junior princesses, Jane DeFuria, home
economics, Seattle, and Patti Wolney, education,Port Angeles.
Sophomore princesses, Suzanne Champoux, languages, Yakima, and Flo Sempel,
education, Seattle.
Freshman princesses,Janis Soma, first
humanities, Mount Vernon, and Patricia
Cullinane,nursing, Seattle.

ANN KOCH
Ann Koch has been selected

as the November Girl of the

Month. Terry Shank, AWS president, said Ann was chosen because, "She has tirelessly given
of herself to S.U. activities."
Ann is an education major
from Denver, Colo. This quarter she has been student teaching at Mercer Island High
School and she plans to teach
high school English after she

graduates.
While maintaininga3.67 g.p.a.,
Ann has found time to be
president of Gamma Sigma
This year the S.U. Homecoming big name vice
Phi,
a service club on campus;
conjunction
with
entertainment will offer in
Kappa
Northwest Releasing two top acts for S.U. stu- secretary treasurer of
Delta Pi, education honorary,
dents and Seattle.
Highlighting the show will be Glen Yar- and a member of Silver Scroll.
borough. As a co-act will be the Baja Marimba She was also Seafair princess
Hill and was seBand. At present both are performing in Los from Capitol
lected for the Who's Who in
Angeles.
and UniverThe two-hour show will be presented in the American Colleges
sities this fall.
Seattle Center Coliseum on Jan. 27.

Top Acts Set for Jan. 27

-

Mr. Beamer Elected:

Senate Votes to Tighten Belt
The faculty senate met
Tuesday evening for a twoand-a-half hour meeting to
consider a packed agenda of
proposals of interest to faculty
and students.
After brief remarks by the
Very Rev. John A. Fitterer, S.J.,
president of S.U., the senate
elected Mr. Elbert Beamer,
philosophy instructor, to a oneyear term on the conduct review
board. Fr. Fitterer had recommended through Fr. Edmund
Morton, S.J., academic vice
president, that the senate vote
a person to this position.
The senate voted to recommend to the academic council
that the status of night school be
reconsidered. At present the

night school offers few classes,
mostly on a graduate level and
in teacher certification. According to Dr. J. Robert Larson,
president of the faculty senate,
at one time over 1,000 students
were attendingnight school and
it was possible to earn a degree
through evening courses.
The senate will recommend
that the academic council reexamine the night school program to see whether the conditions that stimulated the partial
phase-outof night school activity
still exist.

THE SENATE appointed a
committee under the chairmanship of Fr. Leonard Kaufer,
S.J., head of the philosophy department, to investigate the

feasibility of changing the present grading system from letter
grades to grade points. Other

members of the committee are
Dr. Eileen Ridgway, School of
Nursing, and Dr. Charles LaCugna, of the political science

department.
The senate has asked for a report from the committee in

about a month's time. Following the committee's report, the
issue will be debated within the
senate to determine whether a
recommedation should be made
to the academic council.
A request that the senate approve the student "Coffee
House" moving from its current
quarters in the Chieftain to the
faculty lunch room in Xavier
Hall for evening use was rejected in the interest of "building
security" table arrangements
and interference with scheduling
of special eveningevents in the
room.
MEMBERS OF the senate
voted to recommend a "belt
tightening" to discontinue a faculty Christmas party this year
and the traditional gift given to
each faculty member. They also
voted to recommend discontinuing the quarterly faculty banquets for the coming year
because of the University's "financial struggle."
The senate drafted a guideline
calling for a balance between
research, teaching and other
faculty responsibilities which
will be submitted to the academic council.
The senate did not consider a
"Student Course Critique" proposal at the meeting but plans
to in the future.
Dr. Larson was enthusiastic
over attendance at the meeting.
Of the 21 newly elected senators,

by
THIS IS WHAT I
BELIEVE: Mr. Val Laigo of S.U.s Art 20 attended, accompanied
members ot
non-senatorial
two
Department explains his mural to his Fine Arts 101class. the faculty. No date has beer
Mr. Laigo did the mural which is now hanging on the announced for the next faculty
first floor reading room of the new A.A. Lemieux Library. senate meeting.
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Gulf Oil Gives S. U. $3,000 Machine

The research and development said Dr. Bernard Steckler of the manager for Gulf, explained.
division of the Gulf Oil Corpor- chemistry department.Dr. "It pays to keep up our aquaintation presented S.U.s chemistry Steckler added that the instru- ances at the universities," he
department with an aerograph ment will be used in advanced said. "People don't forget us."
auto-prep vapo-phase chromato- undergraduate programs and in
undergraduate research.
graph, Wednesday.
The Gulf Oil Corporation
Donoghue
The $3,000 machine "is capable of separating and collect- makes donations of this sort pering individual components of iodically to private colleges and
complex mixtures or substances universities on the basis of need,
Mrs. Helen Donoghue, secrewith a high degree of purity," Mr. O. D. Meyer, district sales
tary of the University's committee on graduate studies and fellowships has invited students
interested in going to graduate

Mrs.
Opens Office

Public Meeting Features
Civil Rights Discussion

A public meeting titled "In
Larger Freedom: The Growth
Toward Human Rights," will be
at 3 p.m. Sunday in Pigott Auditorium.
Byron Rumford, a Negro active in organizations to secure
equal rights for Negroes, will
speak on the "Domestic Aspects
of the Struggle for Human
Rights."
Dr. Brock Chishold, a Canadian physician active in international organizations, will discuss "International Aspects of
Human Rights."
The meeting is sponsored by
the Seattle Human Rights Corn-

school to visit her Xavier Hall
office during the holiday to
examine graduate school information.
She has a library of graduate
school bulletins and directories
to aid students in finding entrance requirements for various

mission, the World

Without War
Council of Greater Seattle, the

Seattle Urban League, the United Nations Association and the
Central Area Motivation Program.

Mr.O.D. Meyer (left) and Fr.Ernest Bertin, S.J., examine the
ne,w chemistry machine.

schools.

NEWS

Ilffjlpp

Official Notices

All students presently receiving
financial aid (NLSL Loan, EOG,
Nursing Loan, Tuition Plan, etc.)
as well as all others who will require a short-term loan for the
winter quarter, must contact the
Financial Aid Office (Bookstore
Building, ext. 262 or 263) before
the deadline next Friday. Failure
to do so will guarantee your place
at the end of a long line.
Col. Michael Dolan
Financial Aid Director

I
GRADUATES)!

"""

A number of billings for advance registration have been returned by the Post Office because
of incorrect addressing. Seniors
and juniors who registered in advance and who do not receive
rheir bills by today may call for
them at the registrar's office.
At the close of fall quarter,
grades will be mailed to the home
addresses of students, hopefully
by Dec. 23. Those who wish them
mailed elsewhere may leave a
self-addressed envelope at the
registrar's office before leaving

1^ Continued expansion
of our military and commercial business

campus.
Complete transcripts will be issued to freshmen and sophomores
as they report for registration on
Jan. 3.
Seniors and juniors who registered in advance may pick up
transcripts from the registrar's
office, Jan. 11 through Jan. 13.
Mary Alice Lee
Registrar

.
NOW EVERYONE CAN SEE
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MOTIONPICTURE OF fILL TIME!
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provides openings
for virtually every technical talent.

As youcontemplate one of the most importantdecisions
of your life, we suggest you consider career opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Like most everyone
else, we offer all of the usual "fringe" benefits, ineluding our Corporation-financed Graduate Education
Program. But, far more important to you and your future, is the wide-open opportunity for professional
growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record
of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology.

...

you'll get a solid
And make no mistake about it
feeling Of satisfaction from your contribution to our
nations economic growth and to Its national defense
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Winner of 8
Academy Awards
including Best Picture.

IffWINfXIMN
Last Week

Your degree can be a 8.5., M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL, AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL, CIVIL (Structures
oriented), ELECTRICAL, MARINE, and METALLURGI"
CAL ENGINEERING
NG MECHANICS,
APPLIED MATHEMATICS, CERAMICS, PHYSICS and

|NG.NEER,

ENGINEERING PHYSICS.
For further Information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer— or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.
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Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look at
P«tt 4 Whitney Alrcraft-where technical careers offer
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reason
success.
the major

for the Company's continued

...

POWER FOR PROPULSlONSPECIALISTS IN POWER
POWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS
INCLUDE MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT, MISSILES,
space vehicles,marineandindustrialapplications.

Pratt &Whitney Aireraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
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Saga to Give

Sonta Visits

Finals-Fuel

Claver Pupils

During examinations Saga will
serve free donuts and coffee
from 9 p.m.-10:30 p.m. The
announcement was made yesterday by Mr. Gary Christofferson, manager of Saga Food
Service.
Meals will not be served during the Christmas break but will
be resumed with dinner on Jan.
2 on a cash basis and regular
meals will be served starting

There really is a Santa Claus.
And if one doesn't believe it,
he can stop in at the St. Peter
Claver Center tomorrow morning to shake hands with Old

Whiskers.

A CARITAS Christmas party
for the center's tutors and their
young pupils is scheduled to begin at 10 a.m. in the center's
auditorium.
KING television, Channel 5,
is expected to film or tape parts
of the Christmas party for telecast on a "Community Workshop" program at 9 a.m. Sun-

Jan. 3.

COMMENTING on the recent
Saga poll, Christofferson gave
the following results. At Bellarmine 25 per cent said the food
was very good, 61 per cent said
good and 14 per cent said fair.
When asked about the quality at
Marycrest, 21 per cent said
very good, 52 per cent good and
27 per cent fair.
Campion was more favorable
with 60 per cent saying very
good, 31 per cent saying good
and only 8 per cent saying fair.
On the questionnaire the selection range was from very good
to unfavorable.
NO SURVEY was taken concerning the Chieftain.
Those responding were also
asked what they considered the
main problems with the management. Items mentioned included cleanliness of the china

day.

Polaroid color film has been
donated for the party so that
the younger children and other
Santa believers can have their
pictures taken with St. Nick.
The center is seeking a talented

amateur photographer to take
the pictures.

GIFT PACKAGES exchanged
between children and tutors will
be placed under a huge Christmas tree for distribution following carol singing and refreshments. Both Spurs and Gamma
Sigma Phi service organizations
are baking cookies for the party.
In spite of the white beard
and the bright red cap, Santa
Claus may look suspiciously like
S.U. sophomore Lee Mahoney.
Mv Sigma members have been
invited to sing at the party.

fromItofi**"®*' iltff2

and silver, temperature of the
food and the taste of the food.

Campus News Notes
Bonagofski, Donald Parda and dents interested in career opporHarold Schindler were accepted tunities in the Seattle area.
into the honorary.
Interested students can regisEight graduating seniors will
To be eligible for member- ter for the clinic by callingMA
be commissioned as second lieuship, a junior or senior must 2-5060. Details and full informatenants in the U.S. Army at 10
rank in the top fifth of his class tion will be sent to the regisa.m. next Friday in Campion
and
maintain at least a 3.00 trants. Students may register in
Tower. Col. Thomas Furey,
Faculty members of Tau person at 9 a.m. on either Dec.
g.p.a.
commanding officer of the
Beta Pi are Dr. David Schroe- 28 or 29 in the Williamsburg
Washington Sector Command,
der, dean of the School of Engi- Room of the Olympic Hotel.
will be featured speaker.
neering;
Mr. Harry Majors,
ComThe U.S. Civil Service
Cadets receiving commissions mission is currently giving head of the mechanical engiin the regular Army, their ma- examinations for office and sci- neering department, and Fr.
jor, service branch and training ence assistants to fill jobs in the Francis Wood, S.J., head of the
Dr. Eileen Ridgway, of S.U.s
headquarters are Eugene federal service during summer electrical engineering depart- School of Nursing, will discuss
Smith, psychology, Infantry, 1967.
ment.
the critical shortage of nurses
Fort Benning; Richard Toledo,
Other faculty members in the in Washington State on "ViewApplications submitted by tocommercs and finance, Armor, day will be approved for the club are Dr. Richard Turner and point" at 7 p.m., Dec. 17 on
Fort Knox; Allan Hensley, edu- test which is scheduled for Jan. Mr. Robert Viggers, both engi- Channel 4.
cation, Armor, Fort Knox; John 7. Final filing date for eligibility neering instructors.
"Viewpoint" will specifically
Deines, military science, Artil- will be Jan. 9 for the final test
examine the urgent need for
lery, Fort Sill; Richard Carvill, to be givenFeb. 4.
more nurses in the hospitals and
biology, Armor, Fort Knox, and
the salary deficiency which has
John Salverson, general comA College Career Clinic will kept top people from the field.
merce, Infantry, Fort Benning.
be sponsoredby the Seattle Area
Other guests of producer-modFour S.U. students were ini- Industrial Council Dec. 28-29 in erator Art McDonald will be
Reserve commissioned offiof
cers will be Paul Volpe, mar- tiated into Tau Beta Pi, na- the Olympic Hotel. The S.U. George Stone, administrator
Hospital,
keting, Transportation, Fort tional engineering honor soci- clinic will bring some 25 local Children's Orthopedic
employers into one location for and Margaret Regan of the
Eustis, and David Kuno, biolo- ety last Saturday.
In a joint ceremony with the face-to-face interviews with col- Washington State Nurses Assogy, Transportation, Fort Sam
U.W., William Ayres, Jerome lege seniors and graduate stu- ciation.
Houston.

8 Commissioned

Salverson will receive his
commission on Dec. 19 at the
Presidio in San Francisco.
All family, friends and teachers of the cadets are invited to
attend the ceremony in Campion
lounge.

Applications Due

S.U. Nurse on T.Y.

Job Clinic Begins

Club Admits Four

"Coco-Colo" ond"Coke" on registered Irodimnrki

Esso Gives $2,500
The Esso Education Foundation has awarded S.U.a grant of
$2,500, the University's second
such award received this year.
The foundation gift provides
assistance in furthering undergraduate educational objectives
under Esso's presidential contingency program.
S.U. is among 209 private colleges and universities and 300
American institutions of higher
learning to receive grants total-

ing $2,580,000 under six Esso
programs this academic year.
The purpose of the presidential contingency program is to
provide college presidents with
a small fund to be expended at
their discretion for unbudgeted
items furthering the educational
objectives of the four-year undergraduate program.
The New York-based foundation is supported by Standard
Oil of New Jersey and a number

of affiliates.

which identify only Iho product of Tht Coco-Colo Compony
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Now

there's a

double-date.

Business students, do all the budget
problems balance -except your own?
AnNB ofC Special Checking account may help you stay in the
black! A great way to organize your budget and provides a
record of expenditures.No need to carryexcess cash.No minimum balance. No service charge. Pay only a dime a check.
Inquire today!
IVTOy/"^

INIJ\»>

NATIONAL BANKOF COMMERCE

Member Federal Deposn Insurance Corporation

—

Coca-Cola adds extra fun to dating single or double. That's because Coke has
always refreshing. That's why things go better
the taste you never get tired of
after Coke.
with Coke
after Coke

...

...

...

Ffff&mjk
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lotritd widtr ih. authority of ih. Coca-Coio Company by. »oiTiEfS NAMf hhe. Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Seattle, Wn.
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Editorial

Ridgemont Offers 'Best of Oldies
For Christmas Holiday Viewing
By CATHLEEN CARNEY
— 10
"Adult admission
but the
cents" it read
date was 1920. This ticket
stub, a remnant of the Ridgemont's vaudeville days, was discovered in the theater during
recent remodeling. The theater
at present is a far cry from
those early years.
The Ridgemont Theater is one
of 300-500 independently owned
movie theaters in the U.S. that
specializes in showing foreign
films, and any American films
that are of high enough artistic
quality to compare with the
imports. The films ordinarily
have a short run, often only two
to three days. The policy of
the theater, its owner explains,
is to give the audience a survey
of top quality films which they
would otherwise not have a
chance to see.
A MAJOR PART of the attendance is regular patrons who
are students and adults. They
have adjusted to subtitles in foreign films after two or three
movies and have learned to
trust the judgment of the theater
in its choiceof films, though the
names are often unfamiliar to
American audiences.
The presentowner, James Selvidge, opened the theater under
its present policy almost ten
years ago. His background be-

Recruiting Factor
In its second meeting Tuesday night the faculty
senate voted to suggest that the academic council reevaluate its present policy toward night school.
IN RECENT years the night curriculum has been
shifted almost entirely to graduate and teacher certification courses, making it impossible to earn an undergraduate degree while attending night school exclusively.
At a time when the recruiting of at least 500 new
students has been established as a necessity for the
financial stability of the University, the restoration of
the undergraduate program in night school could prove
to be beneficial.
The rising costs at S.U. have made it necessary
for many students to work full or part time in order to
meet these costs. A night school would make it possible
for students to work without interrupting their education.
The majority of jobs available are during the day.
WE HOPE the council will study closely the night
school situation. Provided that the cost of restoration
doesn't outweigh the benefits of the increased enrollment, restoration is worthy of serious consideration.
We would like to congratulate the faculty senate on
a successful beginning and look forward to future accomplishments. It should prove to be a vital force in
shapingthe University's future.

—

fore buying the Ridgemont in-

cludes earning degrees in English and in psychology and a
teacher's certificate from the
U.W., teaching in a junior college, working as assistant manager of the Varsity and trying
to start an art theater for a circuit. Recently he has helped
open the Edgemont in Seattle
and a theater in Portland, both
similar to the Ridgemont. He
also speaks several times a
month to interested groups.
ONE INDICATION of the vitality of this young theater is the
first-of-its-kind European tour it

above,
THE RIDGEMONT PRESENTS: Jean-Louis Trintignant,
playing
at the
Woman,"
a
which
is
now
stars in "A Man and
Ridgemont Theater.

has planned for this spring. The
object of the tour would be to
allow foreign-film buffs to attend the famous film festivals.
Expert guides and an itinerary
have been arranged to allow the
members of the tour to see and

World's Fair, which helped to
create a culturally educated
public, and partly to word-ofmouth advertisement, which is

finally beginning to dispel gen-

eral misinformation about the
type of films shown at the

understand as much as possible Ridgemont.
THIS CHRISTMAS vacation
of the festival films and the
film-makingprocess itself— with, would be a convenient time for
of course, time for the usual interested students to give themselves an introduction to the
tourist interests.
The future has not always theater, as the Holiday Retrobeen as promising for the Ridge- spective will include some of the
mont, however. Only last year best films of previous years.
its censorship problem finally The present line-up"includes "A
came before the court. (The suit Man and a Woman (untilDec.
25), "TheSargossa Manuscript,"
was won by the theater.)
"Kwaidan," "Momentof Truth,"
through
the
pressures
Other
years, such as bitter letter-writ- "The Pawnbroker," "Umbrellas
ing campaigns by those who of Cherbourg," "Marriage Italidisagreed with the politics of a an Style," "Kind Hearts and
film, actual fist-shaking b y Coronets," "The Lavender Hill
some who disapproved the mor- Mob," "Black Orpheus," "My
ality of the .ilms— on hearsay Uncle," "Juliet of the Spirits,"
alone general harrassment "&%" "Never on Sunday" and
which climaxed in the slashing "Tom Jones." For anyone wishof the tires on the owner's car ing to learn more about this
and deep indebtedness for the type of film "The Livliest Art,"
first five years of the theater's a book by Arthur Knight, is
existence have been discourag- recommended.
The theater is located past
ing. The owner attributes the
present relatively good health Green Lake, on North 78th St.
of the theater partly to the and Greenwood Aye. N.

SEATTLE

—

—
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JOIN THE PARTY AT

DJ's
NEW YEAR'S EVE
~ ADMISSION $2.00 PERSON

FILM'S AND DRAMA
By CATHLEEN CARNEY
Students cramming for exams can still
enjoy
some fine entertainment on the radio
"To all lovers of the liberal and TV.
this week.
art of music Dr. Martin Luther
Christopher Fry's "A Sleep of Prisoners"
tonight at 9 p.m. on Chanwill
be
telecast
and
from
grace
peace
wishes
9. This NET. Playhouse production tells
God the Father and Our Lord nel
of the psychological d/ama among four
held captive in an abandoned church.
Jesus Christ. With all my heart soldiers
Sunday an unusual broadcast based on
Iwould extol the precious gift drawings and poems by children in the conof the last war will be
of God in the noble art of music, centration incamps
observance of the Jewish Hanbut I scarcely know where to presented
ukkah, the Festival of Lights.
Dec. 17, when exams are finished (and
begin or end.
are you), get into the Christmas spirit
"When natural music is sharp- so
by watching "Mr. Magoo's Christmas Show"
art,
polished
by
then
and
"White Christmas,',' both bubbling with
ened and
spirit. "Mr. Magoo" starts
" at at
one begins to see with amaze- Christmas
9
7:30 p.m. and "White Christmas
ment the great and perfect wis- p.m., both on Channel 5.
dom of God in his wonderful
work of music, where one voice
takes a simple part and around
it sing three, four or five other
voices, leaping, springing round
about, marvelously gracing the
simple part, like a square dance
in heaven with friendly bows,
embracings and hearty swinging of the partners. He who does
not find this an inexpressible
miracle of the Lord is truly a
clod and is not worthy to be

...

PACKAGE DEAL FROM
12 MIDNIGHT TO 3 A.M.

SPECIAL EVENTS

The "Christmas Around the World" pro-

the Museum of History and Industry
continues tomorrow and Sunday.
Tomorrow at 2 p.m. Great Britain will be
featured, with singers followed by a Christmas tea. At 3 p.m. Scottish Christmas will
be celebrated, with bag-pipes and Scottish
gram at

$3.00 PERSON

dances.

At 1 p.m. Sunday Latvia will tell the story
of its Christmas in acting, folkdancing, and
singing. Germany will give a program at
2 p.m. At 3 p.m. a choir of 35 Japanese
women, dressed in their kimonos, will
sing, followed by a traditional Japanese
dance and a Christmas tea.

Includes Drinks, Food, Favors
RESERVATIONS NOW ACCEPTED

HUM

DJ'S

"The Shameless Old Lady' will be playthrough Dec. 23 at the Varsity. Student

ing

prices.

2212 4th

Aye.

MA 2-7715
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considered a man."
from a statement on music
by Martin Luther.
MUSIC

'

<

popular Amahl and
Tonight the always
"
Night Visitors by Menotti will be presented at the Kirkland Unitarian Church,

the

8 p.m.
Toworrow a change of pace is offered by
" Opera, singing Richard
the Metropolitan
Strauss' "Electra over KIRO-AMFM, live,
II a.m.
This Sunday offers several concerts. A
choral concert of contemporary Christmas
carols will be presented at the University
Presbyterian
Church at 7 p.m. Handel's
'
"Messiah will be performed by the Seattle
Opera House at 8 p.m. Also
in
the
Chorale
3t 6 p.m. there will be an Advent procession, a service of lessons and carols at
St. Marks Cathedral.
This Monday is the first in a series of
concerts by '"New Dimensions in Music," a
group devoted to the performance of contemporary works, using electronic and visual effects and any unusual instruments required. 8:30 p.m., ACT Theater, 709 First
Aye. S Paid admission.
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The finest in Engagement Rings &\ the lowest possible
prices at your reliable neighborhood jeweler (serving
S.U. for more than 15 years).

512 Broadway E.
Open Evenings

Terms

EA 4-4410
Free Sift Wrapping
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Inquiry Method Recommended

Fr. Codd Gives Philosophy of Teaching Function
I

er was not merely to impart ships becomes evident in all
knowledge to his students, but aspects of life, enabling the
solve the problem, using his to aid them in discovering student to resolve the frustratskill in developing and applying knowledgeon their own by ques- ing situations that inevitably
hypotheses. Both science and so- tioning and discussing.
willconfront him later inlife.
S.J., of S.U.s School of EducaFr. Codd mentioned that Ariscial problems are readily adaptThe method also develops selftion, and director of the senior
totle, too, held this view. He felt confidence in the students. This
inquiry
technique.
able
to
the
Father,
method,
The
said
"is
honors seminar, answers yes,
THE INQUIRY method is es- that "active discovery is the is important because there is a
on the fundamental init often does. The reason, ac- based
way to learn."
direct correspondence between
stinct
we
a
sentially
that
have
natural
the one used in the natural
cording to Fr. Codd, is that
St. Thomas Aquinas also ad- self-confidence and creativity.
curiosity about things in life
S.U.
program
honors
under the
"youngsters have their questions
vocated the inquiry method. He Finally, the method develops
than pumping the stu- direction of Fr. ThomasO'Brien, said
that a teacher should teach fundamental cognitive skills and
answered before they have a Rather
dent full of knowledge from oth- S.J. Fr. Codd feels that the techchance to ask them."
in the same manner that individ- makes knowledge more useful
develops
people,
nique
the
method
should
put
greater
er
be
to
Fr. Codd recently attended a in him a zest for learningon his use than it has been, "especially uals direct themselves to discov- to the student because he realAquinas said fur- izes how and from what knowl'chree-day conference at the Pa- own."
in the liberal arts and humani- ering ideas.
"If
someone proposes edge emerges.
ther
that
Science
cific
Center. The conThe technique was demon- ties courses." He said that often to another things which are not
ference was sponsored by the
the
There will be six workshop
reason such a method is not
to membersof the workin self-evident prin- sessions throughout the year.
Northwest Regional Educational strated
used is that teachers feel that included
shop
by
Dr.
Suchman
and
seven
ciples or does not make it clear
Research Laboratory which is
schools using
consultants in the special the amount of subject matter to that they are included, he will At these sessions,
doing research on the inquiry other
by means
will
report
be
the
method
covered
will
permit
technique.
The doctor and his
not
it.
cause knowledgein theother of video tapes. After completion
teaching method in schools
However, Father said that lec- not
presented
films
consultants
perhaps,opinion
."
but,
orfaith.
throughout the Northwest.
of a year, follow-up research
displayed a discrepant tures can and should illustrate
Eighty teachers and adminis- which
by
naMAN
is
curious
how
drawn
rathSINCE
will be done. Control classes not
junior
and
conclusions
are
high
phenomenon
to
trators representing primary, grade
er than merely listing the con- ture, says Dr. Suchman, the using the method will be comschool
students
of
the
college
secondary and
education
inquiry method of learning is pared with experimental classBellevue school district. The stu- clusions.
attended the confab.
The inquiry method is certain- intrinsically rewarding. Also, es. Pertinent questions— such as
dents were to observe and exly not a new phenomenon.Fath- when things are discovered on "Are students in experimental
The learning through inquiry plain the discrepancy.
method was initiated about ten
er pointed out that Socrates one's own, a greater sense of classes more independent? Do
situaIn
an
actual
classroom
years ago by Dr. Richard Such- tion, this method is used only described himself as a midwife regularity in the universe be- they know the subject matter
man of the University of Illinois
better?"
will then be conat regular in- attending at the birth of ideas. comes evident. Ideally, this
College of Education. Dr. Such- occasionally but
awareness of causal relation- sidered.
used, the He felt that his task as a teachit
is
tervals.
When
spoke at the conference.
teacher answers only factual
FR. CODD pointed out that questions and his answer can be

By JUDY FERY
Does the American edutional system stifle curiosity? Fr. William Codd,

the purposes of this teaching
method are "to stimulate research for answers to questions
and to develop in students skills
to find the answers by self-directed learning."

.

only "yes" or "no" or some
basic fact. The student is left to

...
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Foundation Offers Opportunity
For Learning About Scandinavia
By BRIGID BROWNE

MAKE YoUR%a§fe
IllY
iluLiunI

14

RESERVATIONS
ON PNA NOW

Jb* ALASKA

Only Pacific Northern Airlines offers big, fast
720 Jet Service between Seattle-Tacoma and
the major Alaska cities of ANCHORAGE,
JUNEAU AND KETCHIKAN. Choose luxurious
lst-class or economical tourist service.

MAKE RESERVATIONS TODAY
Call your Travel Agent or

CH 3-8800
TICKET OFFICE-4TH AYE. AND UNION ST.

What is Scandinavia's
history, culture, role in
world affairs and relationship to the U.S.? For anyone

—

interested in the Scandinavian
Denmark, Iceland,
countries
Norway, Sweden and Finland—
"there now exists here in Seattle
a unique opportunity to explore

-

this interest.
The American Scandinavian

Foundation, established in 1910,

with chapters in various cities
(includingSeattle), offers to all
interestedAmericansthe chance
to see Scandinavia through the
eyes of Scandinavians. The
foundation is specifically designed to promote cultural exchange between the U.S. and
the progressive countries of
northern Europe.
THERE IS an increasing
awareness of the benefits of
such an exchange, says Dr. Louis Christensen, associate professor of music in the fine arts
department at S.U. and newly
installed president of the Seattle chapter of the ASF. According to Dr. Christensen, the
American focus on southern
Europe is gradually moving

than commercial art and commercial design.
CITING THE outstanding
progress of these countries in
science, sociology and educanorthward.
In the North, American think- tion, he suggested that America
ing is not subjected to the se- can learn from Scandinavia
vere criticism so common in the while sharing with her the latsouthern European countries. est American advances.
Because Scandinavian and
For the individual interested
American viewpoints often co- in this sharing of ideas, this
incide, says Dr. Christensen, mutual exchange, membership
the American tourist can feel in the ASF can be an exciting
comfortable in these countries. adventure into a foreign, yet
Here at home, the Scandinav- friendly world. To acquaint the
ian influence is felt in many American with the northern
facets of American living. In countries, the Foundation sponthe tiniest objects dart, in sors lectures and social gatherbeautiful imported ski apparel, ings with Scandinavian students
in the streamlining of modern now studying here in the Northhome furnishings, Scandinavian west.
designis evident. But Dr. Chris"The American-Scandinavian
Review," chief publication of
tensen feels that America can
look to Scandinavia for more the Foundation, presents infor-

4-HOUR DRY CLEANING SERVICE

MASTER CLEANERS
KNITS and FORMALS a SPECIALTY
Minor Repairs Free
Discounts to Seattle U Students and Faculty
MAin 4-6636
1209 MADISON

mative articles on many aspects
of Scandinavian life. Also, for
the student interested in studying in any of the five countries,
the Foundation sponsors financial grants and fellowships for
both graduate and undergraduate work.
The next meeting of the Seattle chapter (8 p.m., Jan. 26 at
the Swedish Club, 1920 Dexter
Aye.), will include a lecture on
the future of NATO by H. Peter
Krosby, professor at the University of Wisconsin.
FOR THE S.U. student, the
Foundation is on campus in the
person of Dr. Christensen. A
native of Copenhagen,Dr. Christensen came to the U.S. in 1951.
Here at S.U., wherehe is in his
second year of teaching, he encourages all students to take an
active interest in the AFS, for
today Scandinavia is much closer to the U.S. in terms of both
air-travel time and of cultural
and political thought.
As Dr. Christensen said in a
recent newsletter, ".
the
goals of the ASF dedicated to
the advancementof cultural relations between the U.S. and

..

the northern countries, have a
vital role to play in the future."
And above all, let every American remember that America
was discovered (much to Italy's
chagrin) by a Scandinavian.
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Workman Paces Chieftain Romp Over Broncos
By PAT CURRAN

After a stuttering start the
S.U. Chieftains rolled to a 78-63
victory over the Santa Clara
Broncos last night. The season's
second win for the Chiefs came
on the strength of Malkin
Strong's rebounding,Tom Workman's shooting and excellent
team play.
Workman tallied 24 points and
assisted Strong on the backboards. Plummer Lott, Team
captain, performed well in the
second half and ended up with
ten points. Strong contributed
17 points to the winning effort.
A 5-foot-9 Bronco guard Mike
Gervasoni, gave S.U. a lot of
trouble. He was high man for

Tourney Tickets
On Sale in Chief
S.U. students can purchase
tickets for the second annual
American Legion Invitational
Basketball Tournament in the
ASSU office until Friday. Reserved student tickets sell for
$1.25.
There is a limit of one ticket
per student body card. Only
students will be seated in the
section set aside for S.U.
The tourney boasts a line-up
of teams including S.U., Xavier
of Cincinnati, University of Wyoming and the Baylor Bears.
Tip-off times for the two-night
double-header are 7 and 9 p.m.
Last year the Chieftains won
the tournament.

Coofees fo Hike
On New Years
The Hiyu Coolees will sponsor a New Year's overnight
hike on Dec. 31-Jan. 2. The
group will camp at Irish
Cabinon Mt. Rainier. Cost is
$6 perperson.Foodand transportation provided. Leave at

Santa Clara with 20 points. Lott
put added pressure on Gervasoni in the middle of the second
half as the Santa Clara attack
sagged.
Gervasoni failed to hit in the
second half until only five minutes remained in the contest.
The score stood at 66-49 and
S.U. coach Lionel Purcell had
put in part of the second string.

half Santa Clara popped in three
straight baskets and threatened
th c Chiefs 37-34. Workman,
Strong and Lott then broke loose
with two minutes of fast-breaking passes to widen the margin
to 43-34.
Just as Gervasoni suffered a
drought in scoring, the Broncos
had two scoreless periods of
three minutes each. S.U. took
advantage of this to widen their
lead with the game's widest
margin, 66-49.

WITHIN THREE minutes the
Chieftain lead dwindled to 71-61
as Gervasoni broke loose for
numerous baskets. Also the
THE CHIEFS first took the
Broncos put an effective fullcourt press on the Chiefs to lead at the 13-minute mark of
bottle up S.U.s scoring attack. the first half and never rePurcell quickly reinsured more linquished it. Strong put the
first-string power thus stopping Chiefs ahead to stay. For the
next ten minutes, S.U. could not
the Bronco's scoring.
At the beginning of the second pull out to more than a five-to-

six-point bulge. Lott and Work- ing and rebounding, S.U. also
man tallied twice to push back led in fouls and turnovers. Wilthe Broncos 36-28 at the half. kins and LaCour picked up
S.U. continued to widen their three each and Workman and
Strong two each. The foul count
lead from then on out.
Strong and Workman shared was 12 to 9. Twelve Chieftain
honors as high scorers in the turnovers against nine Bronco
first half with 12 points each. errors slowed down the S.U.
The rest of the squad had little offense.
Tomorrow night the Chieftains
more than one bucket each.
Strong dominated the rebound- will travel to Santa Barbara
ing, often limiting the Broncos and meet the Gauchos in anto no more than one shot at other "critical" game, to use
CoachLionel Purcell's adjective.
their offensive basekt.
The Chiefs return to Seattle at
GERVASONI, Santa Clara's 3 p.m. Sunday.
floor leader, was the only mem- Chi.ftaim (7S)
Bronco. (63
f
Gervasini (20
ber of his squad to hit in double Workman (24)
|8|
Wilkins
f
-Saisetli (4
figures during the first half. Strong
|17)
Ogden (8
f
(10)
Heaney (6
Lott
g
Ogden contributed seven points Krieger
|3)
Dunlap (11
g
—
on three field goals and a foul
Substitutes: S.U Acres 3, 6eil 4, O'Brien

—

shot.
In addition to leadingin scor-

2, laCour 7, Jackson 0. Santa Clara Porter
6, Lane 4, Pouliot 4.
HalftlnM S.U. 36, Santa Claro 28.

WITH A CAUSE
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Rebel whoop, then

8 a.m. Dec. 31 from S.U.
Bookstore. Sign-up sheets are
on the main-floor bulletin
boardin the LA Bldg.

COLISEUM

THEATRE

-

Rambler Rebel SST Convertible

Wed.. Dec. 14 & Thur.. Dec. 15
1:30 4:30 ■ 8:00

FOR THE FIRST TIME ON
THE GIANT SCREEN IN
BLAZING TECHNICOLOR!'

&
EVANS
JUDITH

ANDERSON
,n the

GEORGESCHAEFER pnduam

JL RAMBLER '
'''o^J|a
°
s>hS
'""^,yW*°'° 6>
°
L

l

SEATTLE
Evergreen Rambler, Inc.

1502SFirst

[MATINEE

Students $1.50 General $2.00
EVENING
Students $2.00 General $2.50

:
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Rambler Rebel 770 Hardtop
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Blfek.

AMERICAN^
MOTORS

Aye. So.
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E TON
B
Inc.
Laßonfe Rambler,
330 Main street
bellevue

ol WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S
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Your choice of five engines
three of them
—
optional Typhoon V-B's mass balanced beauties with the guts to make that Rebel go! Rebel
offers a host of options — deep, plush bucket
seats with headrests. Your choice of transmissions. Smooth power in the Shift Command
Transmission, or romp through
the gears with
— one
four on
the
floor.
The
Rebel
of the Now
—
Cars available now at your Puget Sound
American Motors Rambler Dealer.

MAURICE

■<^f_

Driving Spirit of '67

Midtown Rambler
1519 12th Aye.
Seattle Rambler. Inc.
3801 S.W. Alaska

tacoma
Sanford Rambler
6027 So. Tocomo Way
Tahoma Rambler, Inc.
8223 Pacific Aye.

tnDfC

Now get a genuine taste
of Dixie, absolutely free!
i
i
Stop in at your Puget
dealer,
'
Sound American Motors/Rambler
and ask for your Rebel Flag. There s no
obligation. Why not take Dad along and

**
hntC

too. Or better yet
new Rebel!
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Chamber Beats Finders
For Volleyball Crown

Overtime, Sudden

7

Death:

Nads Trip Trillos for Championship

Trillo's Conklin prepares to unleash a scoring aerial

By TERRY ZAREMBA
The American and National Leagues split their
four play-off games yesterday, but the National League
the big win. The Nads,
Champions of the National
League, who went into the big
game as slight underdogs, upended the Trillos by scoring a
touchdown in sudden death overtime.
It was the first loss for the
Trillos in their two-year history
and they didn't fall easily.
Twice they had victory in sight
got

TRANSPARENT BALL: A player in Tuesday's volleyball
matches prepares to loft a shot back at the opposition.
The play-offs were well-attended Tuesday and Wednesdaynights.
—Spectator photo by Bob Richter
Tuesday night in the gym the

Chamber stopped the ActionFinders in the first set of their
match 11-2 and edged them in
the second set 11-10 to capture
the men's volleyball champion-

ship.

The Aliis came within one

point of winning second placein
BiC Medium Point 19*

JA

/SHKI

BiC Fine Point 25t

mm
Despite
fiendish torture

Jjjgj

dynamic BiC Ouo
writes first time.
every time! \

the playoff games but the Party
surged ahead and eventually
was victorious. By an 11-2 margin the Aliis took the first set
and in the second they led 6-0
when the Party suddenly livened. The last two sets went to
the Party by scores of 11-7, 11-7.
Fifth spot in the playoffs was
taken by His Merry Men who
flattened the Nads 11-6, 11-2.
The Beavers forfeited seventh
place to the Avant-Guard and
both ninth-place contenders
failed to appear.

CAN

A
PRIEST
BE
A
MODERN
MAN?

I

bic's rugged pair of
stick pens wins again

in unending war ;
against ball-point
_^

" The Paulist Father is a modern

skip, clog and smear.
Despitehorrible Bj
punishment by mad | [jg

scientists, bic still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder.

:
j

bic's "Dyamite"Ball O- -M
is the hardest metal lUJ -SI
made, encased in a |: f
M
solid brass nose cone. | I*- g2
Will not skip, clog I m
orsmear no matter \
whatdevilish abuse |U.
is devised for them
by sadisticstudents. :
Get the dynamic I

. 1«J

bic Duo at your
campus store now.

WATERMAN BIC PEN CORP

MIIFORD. CONN

■

f

|ff
W

man in every sense of the word.He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
ways to work with, for and among
100 million non-Catholic Americans. He is a missionary to his own
people — the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to fulfill his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal.

" If the vital spark of serving God
through man has been ignited in
you, why not pursue an investigation of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed an
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most important decision of your life. Write for
it today.

NATIONAL VOCATIONS DIRECTOR
PAULIST FATHERS
415 WEST 59th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

but had it fade away. The Nads,

too, seemed like sure victors in
regulation time, but a sensational pass reception by Louis
Stevenson forced the game into
overtime.
The Trillos got the first break
of the game when the Nads
bobbled the openingkick-off and
the Trillos recovered. Steve
Conklin promptly hit Lee Sherry with a five-yard touchdown
pass,but the conversion attempt
failed and the Trillos led 6-0.
THE NADS came right back,
however, scoring on a halfback
pass from Clark Warren to Ron
Ellis. The conversion attempt
failed. The Nads got the ball
again but were forced to punt.
Conklin took the ball just beyond
the 50-yard line and followed
perfect blocking to go all the
way. Again, however, the conversion attempt failed, leaving
the score 12-6.
Time was running out in the
half when Warren slipped behind the Trillo secondary and
took a perfect pass from John
Hart to score. For the fourth
straight time the conversion

failed.
The Nads scored late in the
first half on another Hart-to-

Warren aerial, this one going
seven yards. This time the conversion was successful and the
Nads had the lead for the first
time, 19-12.
It looked as though the mar-

BLOCK THAT KICK: Mike Koenig of the Trillos charges
in to attempt to block a punt by Nad quarterback John
Hart. Barry Knott effectively blocked Koenig's rush as
Hart got Off the punt.
-^Spectator photosby RichardHouser
gin would hold as the Trillos leavingonly two men back.Hart
couldn't move the ball in the got the pass off to Warren who
second half. However, withabout caught it at the twenty and cut
four minutes left the Trillos took back toward the center of the
over on downs deep in their field. He picked up a perfect
own territory. They then pro- block by Bud Heckel and skipped
ceeded to march to paydirt as into the end zone. It was 26-all
Conklin went for the short gain- as Barry Knott caught the point
ers and got them. Louis Steven- after touchdown.
son got the touchdown on a
sensational catch of a Conklin
THE TWO TEAMS then went
aerial. The play covered seven into sudden-death overtime. The
yards. Sherry got the all-impor- Trillos received the kick-off and
tant extra point to again knot
drove to within scoring disthe score, this time at 19-all.
tance. The referees, who, conA FIVE-MINUTE overtime sider ing the circumstances
period began with the Trillos called an outstanding game,
marching 70 yards to score. ruled that a fourth-down pass
Stevenson caught another pass, from Conklin to Miller in the
got a good block from Jim end zone was trapped. That
Miller and streaked fifty yards proved to be the last chance the
into the end zone.
Trillos had.
The ball exchangedhands one
There was only a minute and
a half left when the Nads re- more time before the Nads put
ceived the kick-off. They had on their winning drive. After
gotten only to the Trillo 35-yard one hour and fifty-five minutes,
line with four seconds left. The Hart found Greg Antoncich for
Trillos chose to rush four men, a seven-yarder and the game.

What every young man
should know

jfik

...
they need substantially morelife insurance than they

F

about lifeinsurance. Most young men will find

purchase in their first few years as a family provider.
But what if poor health strikes early? Would it mean
a young man in these circumstances would never
again qualify for more life insurance? Or if he did
qualify, could he afford a high extrapremium.
Toda> (here is a sure answer to these questions.
Thanks to new "Guaranteed Insurability" a young
man can take an option on buying more insurance at
regular rates at specific dates in the future
regardless of changes in health or occupation.
The cost? It's only a slight extra added to the basic
premium for a new policy.
Find out today fromthe Man fromManufacturers
how this new Guaranteed Insurability policy rider can
help you fill a gap in your plans for security.
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SEATTLE
Tel: MA 33992
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MANUFACTURERS LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
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Tests Start Monday
EXAMINATION TIME
COURSES
One and two-credit hour classes with first scheduled weekly class at:
8-9 a.m.
Monday, Dec. 12
8 a.m. Monday
8-9 a.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 13
8 a.m. Tuesday
8-9 a.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 14
9 a.m. Monday
8-9 a.m.
Thursday, Dec. 15
9 a.m. Tuesday
9-10 a.m.
Monday, Dec. 12
10 a.m. Monday
9-10 a.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 13
10 a.m. Tuesday
9-10 a.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 14
11 a.m. Monday
9-10 a.m.
Thursday, Dec. 15
11 a.m. Tuesday
Wednesday Dec. 14
3-4 p.m.
Monday
noon
Thursday Dec. 15
3-4 p.m.
Tuesday
noon
4-5 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 14
1 p.m. Monday
1 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.

Thursday, Dec.
Monday, Dec.
Monday, Dec.
Thursday, Dec.

Tuesday
Monday
Wednesday
Tuesday

15
12
12

15

4-5 p.m.
4-5 p.m.
4-5 p.m.
4-5 p.m.

Three, four and five-credit hour classes meeting three, four and five
times per week at:

Monday, Dec. 12
Tuesday, Dec. 13
Wednesday, Dec. 14
Thursday, Dec. 15
Monday, Dec. 12
Tuesday, Dec. 13
Wednesday, Dec. 14
Thursday, Dec. 15
Monday, Dec. 12
Tuesday, Dec. 13

8 a.m.
9 a.m.
10 a.m.
11 a.m.
noon
1 p.m.
2 p.m.

3 p.m.
4 p.m.

Hs. 101, all sections:
Rooms:

Quiz:

A— LA 123
B— p 304
C— P 150
D— P 354
E— p 303

F—

LA 219

G— P 401

H— P 150
I— Ba 501
J— Ba 102

K— P 305
L— LA 210
M— LA 319
N— P 404
O— Ba 502

10 a.m.-noon
10 a.m.-noon
10 a.m.-noon
10 a.m.-noon
1-3 p.m.
1-3 p.m.
1-3 p.m.
1-3 p.m.
3-5 p.m.
3-5 p.m.
P— Ba 401
Q— P 150
R— LA 123
S— Ba 402
T— Ba 102

The following courses which meet only one day a week will have
the final examinationon the last class day:
Art 351 A
Art 346 A
EE 356 A Ph 375 A
Ed 201 B
Fr 411 A
Sp 412 A
Art 334 A
Art 451 A
EE 254 A
not
schedule,
provided for
classes
All classes in conflict with this
and lab-only classes (if exam is given) will be tested in last scheduled

class period.

PSMOKE SIGNALS

Only the 'brave ones' made it. Students participate in Demonstration Day.

S. U. 'Weathers' Demonstration
Braving snowflakes and en"
couraged with crys of "Abuse!
from a moderatebut loudcrowd
of bystanders, students hollered
it up in front of the Bookstore
Wednesday.
The signs carried by the demonstrators ranged from commercial plugs for service organizations to the blatantly obscure,
abusive to peculiar.
"Does a free lunch go with
the trophy?" questioned Terry
Thomas as he won the award
for his sign.
The judges huddled with the
power of their battery-powered
megaphone turned off and their
heads together to select the next

trophy winners.
Pat Logobuso and Lorna Atkinson, two freshman swingers,
Students interested in working
on the Jesuit Student Body Con- able on a firc t-come-first-served slinked to Demonstration Day
ference may sign up in the ASSU basis at the beginning of next with the same message, "Let's
Office. Chairman is Jim Lynch.
have go-go girls for
quarter.
" the Chieftain Coffee House! In addition
P
"IKnock at the Door," a read- to cheers from male particiParking stalls are now on sale. ing of a play by Scan O'Casey, pants, they won the trophy for
Students wishing to renew their will be presented at 8 p.m. the "best individual" posters.
contact Mary Jo Logan between
1-3 p.m. in the ASSU Office.
All empty stalls will be avail-

Reminders

" "

"""

present stalls may do so until the
end of the quarter. They should

tonight and tomorrow at Teatro
Inigo. Admission is free.

STEVE HOPPS, a senior in

more theological
in his message to the world.His
sign questioned, "Are nuns
reallychanging their habits?"
George Stevens, co-chairman
of the event, arrived on a borrowed motorcycle, a jacket donated from the "Hell's Angels
of San Pedro" and a leather
flight helmet left over from the
First World War.
As the snowfall increased,
some of the signs started to dissolve. ASSU President Gary
economics, was

Meisenburg echoed encouragement of a sort with his sign
"Reality is a crutch."
OTHER GEMSof abusive wis-lom included: "Free love is taxdeductible," "Father Toulouse
knows everything," "God is,"
"Who's Who is dead" and "Apathy forever."
The signs dripped, the air got

colder, and the snowflakes got
bigger. S.U. had weathered its
Demonstration Day.

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE
GREAT BOOKS, $250. New, $425.
Never been used. SH 7-2981.

ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOMMATE WANTED to share
house with two girls. Two blocks
from S.U. Call Mary Ann Kunz,
EA 9-0229.

MISC.

.
THESES,
_.„_.

.... .

t.rm papen on IBM electric
typewriter. Mrs. Rich. WE 7-2423.

NEED RIDE to Los Angeles for Christmas vacation. Can leave after the
12th. EA 2-3293 or Apt. 310
Marian.

SEATTLE UNIVERSITY SUMMER TOURS
1967
an invitation for students, alumni, teachers, parents, friends

Fr. O'Leary

Fr. Brady

Fr. Axer

To Europe

To the Middle East

5-week tour (June 16-July 26)
through the highlights of the cultural and religious treasures with
an experience of the social and
political contributions of 9 countries with options of others. Father Axer grew up, taught and
has traveled in Europe.

4 week tour (June I7-July 20)

ob-

serving the biblical, archeological

and religious history of such countries as Israel, Jordan, Lebanon,
Egypt and Iran with a look at their
religious and political contributions.

University Credits Available
No other plan gives you so much with such expert guidance for
such a reasonable price, including all expenses from Seattle and
back to Seattle plus insurance. For further information contact Fr.
Axer, Fr. O'Leary, Fr. Brady or Mary North Travel Service, WE 5-3404, 3701 S.W. Alaska St., Seattle 98122.

